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Paul looked at Charlie in shock. Although it felt unbelievable, he didn’t feel that Charlie
was bragging. So he hurriedly started the car and drove to Wei’s Pharmaceutical.

Wei’s Pharmaceuticals has a production base in the southeast of Aurous Hill. In addition
to all the medicines produced here, their management also works here.

In Wei’s own production base, there are workshops, warehouses, office buildings and
dormitories.

As soon as Paul parked the car in front of the Wei’s pharmaceutical office building,
Liang was already waiting here.

Charlie was in Changbai Mountain that day and gave Liang a huge shock.

So that Liang already regarded Charlie as the god he believed in in this life, and had a
strong urge to go through water and fire in his heart.

Respectfully welcomed Charlie and Paul to his office.

Liang immediately took out the contract template he had drawn up and said to Charlie:
“Mr. Wade, I already have drawn up the contract. You can ask your lawyer to go over it
and see if there are any problems.”

Speaking of this, he opened a contract and introduced: “The main clause in this contract
is that on behalf of the Wei Group, I will unconditionally transfer 80% of the shares to
you.”

Charlie didn’t expect Liang to be so simple.



So he nodded and said, “Let Paul go with your lawyer about the contract.”

Liang hurriedly said, “Then I will let the lawyer in now.”

Then he made a call and several lawyers from the pharmaceutical factory walked in.

Paul worked very professionally and immediately confronted them with the details of the
contract.

The contract was drawn up quickly and Charlie and Liang signed the contract together.

After signing, Charlie has become the largest shareholder of Wei’s Pharmaceuticals,
owning 80% of Wei’s Pharmaceuticals.

Because Charlie has hired Paul as his lawyer, Paul’s name is also written in the lawyer
column in this corporate equity transfer contract.

However, Charlie was a little surprised that what Paul left on the contract turned out to
be his Chinese name.

And his Chinese name is actually Han Mukun!

This surprised him too much!

Paul’s Chinese name followed his mother Meiqing’s last name, which did not surprise
him.

To his surprise, the last two words of the name.

Mu Kun?

The word admiration alone seems to have nothing to do with feelings.

But in ancient Chinese, the word Mu has a very deep meaning.

It is the original meaning of attachment, yearning, longing, and also pointing to
admiration.



And let alone the word Kun, it must be Jacob, his father-in-law!

In this way, Paul’s Chinese name probably means: Meiqing is attached to Jacob,
Meiqing yearns for Jacob, Meiqing misses Jacob, and even Meiqing loves Jacob
deeply.

He felt that the name reflected Meiqing’s full and deep affection, and at the same time
he felt that the name highlighted Meiqing’s full literary accomplishments.

If she was not into the language, then she would give Paul a Chinese name, probably
Han Sikun, Han Niankun, and Han Aikun.
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However, she just used a low-key and deep, and even a long-standing Han Mukun!

At this moment, even Charlie felt that Meiqing was really amazing.

But all this was just what Charlie thought in his own heart, and he didn’t tell Paul about
it.

But he guessed that a smart person like Paul should also know what his own Chinese
name means.

Here, Liang respectfully asked him after signing, “Mr. Wade, is Wei’s Pharma going to
change its name now?”

He felt that Charlie is already a major shareholder of Wei’s Pharmaceuticals, and it
seems inappropriate to continue to call Wei’s Pharmaceuticals.

Charlie also thinks that the company he controls is called Wei’s Pharmaceutical, which
is really strange.

So he thought for a while, and said: “Then let’s change the name to JX Pharmaceutical,
JX short for Jiu Xuan.”



Charlie felt that his ability to master so many classic medical techniques left behind by
his ancestors was entirely the result of the “Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures”, so he
simply named JX Pharmaceutical, which can be regarded as his own contribution to the
“Nine Profound Heavenly Scriptures.”

Although Liang didn’t know what the word “Jiu Xuan” meant, but since Mr. Wade had
already said so, he naturally wouldn’t have any opinions, so he immediately said, “Mr.
Wade, then I will submit a statement today and register at the same time. The
trademark of JX Pharmaceutical.”

Charlie nodded and said, “You told me that Kobayashi Pharmaceutical’s stomach
powder was very suppressing you, didn’t it?”

“Yes!” Liang sighed and said, “Kobayashi Weisan is now sold throughout Asia. The
pressure on us is very high.”

Charlie said to Liang, “Kobayashi Pharmaceutical is nothing. I’ll give you a prescription
for treating stomach problems. After you produce it, you will call it Jiu Weisan. Did you
bring paper and pen? I will write it for you. After you go back, you will produce a
prescription according to this formula and put it on the market as soon as possible.”

Liang was overjoyed, but he didn’t expect Charlie to draw up a prescription himself,
quickly took out a pen and paper, and handed it respectfully.

Charlie thought for a moment, and selected a pill formula from the “Nine Profound
Heaven Classics”.

He chose this because the medicinal materials used in this formula are relatively easy
to find.

Although this is only the primary prescription for stomach problems in the “Nine
Profound Heavenly Secrets”, this medicine has miraculous effects on ordinary people.

As long as Liang can produce this stomach medicine, it is definitely not a problem to
press down the competitor like Kobayashi Pharmaceutical

So he wrote down the prescription and the ratio and handed it to Liang.



After Liang took the notebook and looked at the formula written on it, he couldn’t help
being surprised.

Liang has also studied some traditional medicine and tried to discover ancient Chinese
prescriptions, so he has some understanding of the prescriptions.

However, looking at Charlie’s formula, it seems that many medicinal materials have
nothing to do with the treatment of stomach diseases, so it still feels a little suspenseful.

The prescription Charlie took out was the prescription in the “Nine Profound Sky
Classics”. The “Nine Profound Sky Classics” was originally a sacred book. The
prescriptions that can be recorded here are absolutely awesome, and most people can
see them and understand, it’s really weird.

However, although Liang couldn’t understand this prescription, where exactly was the
god, he didn’t dare to doubt Charlie in his heart.

Liang put a lot of emphasis on the prescription, ready to go back to arrange the
production first, and try the effect of the medicine.

He settled the contract with Paul and left from Wei’s Pharmaceutical, which is now JX
Pharmaceutical.

Paul is full of respect for Charlie beside him, he thinks Charlie is too unpredictable.

Take any prescription, and others are willing to give him the entire group.

May I ask, who else in the world can have such an ability?

No wonder, all the people in Aurous Hill who have a face and respect him. He is Mr.
Wade for a reason.

Moreover, when they mentioned Mr. Wade, they would give an evaluation: A true
dragon in the world!
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On the way back, Charlie asked Paul: “By the way, what has Aunt been up to these
days?”

Paul said: “Mother recently. She likes to run to senior colleges. An old friend of hers
invited her to go there and be a visiting professor at senior colleges, specializing in
general education for senior citizens.”

“Oh?” Charlie said in surprise, “Then Aunt is Professor now?”

Paul smiled and said: “It’s not a professor. The senior university itself is not a university
in the true sense. It is just an interest training class for the elderly. Although my mother
teaches there, she is also a student there. , Learning calligraphy and traditional Chinese
painting from others, so she is very busy every day.”

After that, Paul asked curiously: “What has Uncle Willson been up to lately? My mother
often talks about him, but she always seems to stop talking.”

Charlie felt that Paul was not an outsider, so he sighed and said to him: “When you and
Aunt just came back, my mother-in-law disappeared during that time, but she is back
now.”

After speaking, Charlie said again: “My mother-in-law, who has a more aggressive
personality, my father-in-law is afraid. He knows that Aunt will come back and will
trouble Aunt, so he dare not ask Aunt Meiqang.”

Paul nodded lightly, and said with emotion: “It is really hard for us to intervene in matters
of our parents’ generation.”

At this time, Charlie’s phone rang suddenly, and it turned out to be Warnia who hadn’t
seen him for many days.

He answered the phone and smiled and asked, “Miss Song, what are you up to lately?”

Warnia smiled and said, “I’m just busy, I’m sure you are not busy.”

After speaking, she asked curiously: “Mr. Wade, do you have time for the night after
tomorrow?”



Charlie thought for a while and said, “It seems there is nothing wrong, what’s wrong?”

Warnia smiled and said: “It’s nothing, I just want to invite you to have a meal at home,
just because Grandpa kept talking about you.”

Charlie smiled and said, “Okay. Then I’ll come to the house the night after tomorrow and
talk.”

Warnia said happily, “Great, Mr. Wade, is it okay at 7 pm the next day?”

“It is.”

“See you then!”

“Okay, see you then.”

Hanging up Warnia’s phone, Paul on the side smiled and asked, “Mr. Wade, was Miss
Song calling you?”

Charlie knew that he knew Warnia, so he didn’t hide it. He nodded and said, “That’s
right.”

Paul smiled: “Miss Song called you for her birthday party, right?”

“Birthday party?” Charlie said surprised: “Miss Song didn’t tell me on the phone just
now, she said I would go to her house for dinner the next night.”

Paul smiled profoundly and said: “It is estimated that Miss Song didn’t want you to
spend money on preparing gifts for her, so that’s why she told you that. When she told
me, she said directly about the birthday party.”

Charlie couldn’t help being a little surprised. Why should she hide her birthday? It won’t
look pretty even when it comes to the past empty-handed.

Is it really like Paul said, does she want him to not spend money?

Charlie thought for a while, and thought it was really possible.



Warnia always felt that she owed him favor because he had helped her break through
the trapped dragon formation before and confiscated the money.

When he made medicine for her grandfather and Tianqi, he quietly gave her a pill.

After practicing the Rejuvenation Pill, he gave it to her grandfather so that her
grandfather was at least a dozen or twenty years younger, and it was entirely in her
face.

It was also the one who gave him the Rejuvenation Pill to Song Old Master, which made
him treat Warnia very seriously, so Warnia’s position in the Song family is getting higher
and higher.
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It is for these reasons that Warnia has always respected him.

So Warnia may deliberately conceal her birthday because she was afraid of owing a
favor.

Charlie thought of this, suddenly felt very interesting.

Warnia, aren’t you afraid of owing me favors? Then I will give you another great favor
this time.

For this birthday gift, I won’t go out and buy it for you. I will prepare a rejuvenating pill for
you.

Everyone in the upper class of Aurous Hill knows how magical the Rejuvenation Pill is.

At the banquet that day, Mr. Song took the Rejuvenating Pill in public. Everyone
witnessed the magical effect of the medicine.

Charlie even heard that someone wanted to spend one hundred million or even several
hundred million to buy a rejuvenating pill.

However, Charlie never thought about selling medicine.



He is not short of money at all. A few hundred million, a dozen billion, or even a few
billions are meaningless to him.

If he sells Rejuvenation Pills everywhere for money, it will suppress the value of
Rejuvenation Pills.

It is to make everyone feel that Rejuvenation Pill is a super treasure that they can’t ask
for, and may not have a chance to get it in a lifetime.

They will be full of endless worship and longing for the rejuvenation pills.

As for why he should give Warnia a Rejuvenating Pill, Charlie thought very simply.

First of all, he does regard Warnia as a good friend.

Since it’s a good friend’s birthday, it makes sense to send a valuable gift.

Secondly, Warnia is the eldest lady of the Song family. She has seen countless good
things since she was a child. If he gives her a gift, it must be a gift that she can’t buy
with money.

Once again, this thing, Rejuvenating Pill, he gave to Warnia, but it was not for Warnia.

Warnia is still very young now, she is only about 25 years old, and she doesn’t need to
take Rejuvenating Pill at all.

He gave her a rejuvenation pill, the fundamental purpose was to use this rejuvenation
pill in exchange for the love, attention and resource preference of Mr. Song.

Last time he gave Mr. Song a rejuvenating pill. Mr. Song took the entire Song family and
knelt down in front of all the upper-class people in Aurous Hill.

This shows that Mr. Song’s desire for Rejuvenation Pill is beyond everything.

But Mr. Song must also know in his heart that giving him a rejuvenating pill by himself is
already a great favor, and it was given in the face of Warnia.



He certainly didn’t dare to hope, there was still a chance to get a second one from
himself.

Now he gives this rejuvenation pill to Warnia. A clever person like Mr. Song will know his
intentions, and he will pay more attention to Warnia, and may even let her inherit the
entire Song family.

Charlie could tell that Warnia herself was also a very ambitious woman.

Otherwise, she would not have worked so hard for the family all the time.

And because her parents died early, she was in the Song family, somewhat helpless.

Under such circumstances, it may be very difficult to fight a turnaround and successfully
inherit the Song family.

That being the case, he might as well give her a hand!
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After Paul sent Charlie to Tomson, he drove home.

Charlie went back to the villa by himself, and Jacob, the old father-in-law, hurriedly
greeted him and asked him: “Good son-in-law, have you gone out with Paul today to
see your Aunt?”

Charlie said helplessly, “Dad, how can I see Aunt when I go out with Paul on errands?”

Jacob couldn’t help sighing, feeling very depressed.

He missed Meiqing very much these days, but Elaine was at home, so he really didn’t
dare to risk seeing her.

So at this time he was scratching my heart.

He asked Charlie again: “Then have you asked Paul about the current situation of your
Aunt? How is she doing these days?”



Charlie laughed and said, “Aunt should be doing well recently. I heard Paul say that she
now teaches in senior colleges every day. Not only does she teach classes, she also
learns calligraphy and painting from others. She has a very good life.”

When Jacob heard this, he was anxious: “Oh, how can she go to senior college?”

Charlie asked in surprise: “What’s wrong with the university for the elderly? Isn’t the
university for the elderly the place for the elderly?”

Jacob said with a gloomy expression: “Don’t you know that there are so many old men
without a wife in this elderly university. They are a bunch of bad old men who went in
not to learn things, but to find a wife.”

After speaking, he said nervously again: “Your Aunt is so beautiful, so after entering,
you can’t let these old men worry about her?”

Charlie smiled and said, “Then can you stop others from worrying?”

Jacob sighed: “That’s right, now this situation is really depressing!”

After he finished speaking, his eyes suddenly brightened and said: “Yes, I can also go to
senior college. Then, won’t I be able to meet your Aunt?”

Charlie asked him: “Aren’t you afraid that mom would know?”

“It’s okay.” Jacob said earnestly: “What kind of woman your mother is, don’t you know?
She is desperate for face, you see, she is now limping, crutches, and has lost two front
teeth. She can’t make up for the time being. How dare she go to crowded places now?
Every time she goes out to buy things, she has to wear sunglasses and a mask, for fear
that others will recognize her, so she dare not go to senior college.”

“Okay.” Charlie nodded and didn’t say much.

In fact, he doesn’t care much about Jacob and Meiqing’s affairs. If Jacob and Meiqing
walked too close and his wife Claire knew, she would definitely be very sad and very
depressed.

If his mother-in-law Elaine knew about it, it would be terrible.



So it can only wronged the Old Master.

……

Two days later.

Charlie told his family in advance that he had a friend’s birthday tonight.

In the afternoon, he went to the street and bought a redwood gift box, and then put a
rejuvenating pill in it.

After putting it away, he asked the owner of the gift shop to help meticulously pack the
gift box.

Since it is a birthday present, it naturally requires a sense of ritual.

Because Paul was also invited, he simply drove to pick Charlie to the Song’s villa.

On Warnia’s birthday, the Song family didn’t put up lights and festoons, but made some
modern and warm decorations.

When Paul drove the car into the courtyard, Charlie couldn’t even see that these
arrangements were for a birthday party.

Tonight Warnia is wearing a tailor-made white dress.

This skirt is a tube top, so it looks very s*xy and beautiful, especially Warnia’s
collarbone, which is not only very obvious, but also beautiful in shape, even women will
be jealous.

A lot of luxury cars have been parked in the yard, and it seems that there are still a lot of
guests here today.

Warnia originally greeted the guests inside, but when she heard that Charlie was here,
she hurried out to meet him.


